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JNTRODWTION.

This report is Section W of a series of &ports on aeronautic instruments (Technical
Reports Nos. 125 to 132, inclusive) prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the
Bureau of Standards under research authorizations forndated and recommended by the
Subcommittee on Aerodynamics and approved by the NationaI Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. Much of the material contained in this report was made awiilable through the
cooperation of the War and Navy Departments.

It has been shown that at rdtitudx above 15,000 feet the physimI condition of aviators is
serioudy at&ted from lack of oxygen, unless artiikid means is provided to supply the deficient-.
The physiological symptoms are headache, which is usually the fit symptom noted, palpita-
tion, fatigue, numbness of the limbs, pains in one or both ears, which may persist for seved
hours, weakening of the attention, diminkhed sense of stability, vertigo, faintness, and finalIy
loss of consciousn=s, tith conaequently disastrous re.sdts unkss consciousness is regained
before the earth is reached. It has been defitdy determined that flying at altitudes of 20,000
feet or more for extended periods can not be undertaken without serious injury to the central
nervous systeu of the aviator. These physiological symptoms can be almost entirely avoided
by supplying to the aviator artificial oxygen during flight.

The normal man at full atmospheric prwsure breathes approximat.dy 16 times per minute.
The mhune of each inspiration is about one-haIf liter, so that 8 liters of air is breathed per
minute, of which 1.6 liters is oxygen. This, however, is the minimum required. During
flight the aviator is continually in a state of physicaI activity and, therefore, needs more
oxygen. It has been found that 4 Iiters per minute is not m excwsive amount to supply,
allowing for inetitable losses at the mask.

The pressure of the air at sea IeveI is approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch. It
decreasw at the rate of approximately one-half pound per square inch for every .1,000 feet of
mcenfi for the, first 10,000 feet and more rapidly at the higher altitudes At 20JO00feet the
pressure, aud consequently the density, ia approximatdy one-half of that at the surface of the
earth; i. e., at each inhalation at this altitude the atiator would recei~e only on-half of the
oxygen that he woukJ get at full atmospheric pre.mn-e. The conditions for ahitudes up to
30,000 feet on the assumption that the aviator requirw 4 liters of oxygen per minute at fuIl
atmospheric pressure and breathes at the normal rate at high aItitudes, are shown in TabIe I..

In column 1 is the altitude in feet computed from the fornnda
759.6H= 62900 log,, ~

where P is the barometric pressure m ndlimetem. A constant temperature of 10° C. is assumed.
Column 2 gives the amount of oxygen in Litersper minute which one man would receive, com-

P
puted on the assumption that 4 liters per minute we required, by the reIation V=4 ~where

V’ia the volume in Mere md P the atmospheric pressure in millimetm of mercury. h colurcm “
3 is the ddcit which must be supplied in order that he may receive the nornd amount of
oxygen. Column 4 shows the amount specfied by the British and the United States Bureau of
Aircraft Production. French specficationa require a delivery of 0.5 Iiter per minute at 3,OOO
meters and 2.5 liters per D&ute at 8,000 meters.
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It thus appeara that for high altitude flights approximately 150 Iiters of artMcial oxygen
must be supplied per person per hour, and under average conditions a supply for a 21-hou 1
flight is carried, Enough space is available in the fuselage of an airplane ta store in bugs tho
850 or more liters required. Such bags have been made by the French weighing 1.2 kilograms
and carrying 360 liters of oxygen under atmospheric pressure with a total capacity of 720
liters, which is necessary in order that the bags shall not burst during the asccmt. Means twoalso
provided to maintain a constant pressure in the b,rigs. This is accomplished by tho use of .a
smaller compensating bag in which the pressure is maintained constant by the speed of tho air-
plane. Incendiary bullets set fie to the envelope and the use of such bags has consequently ‘
been discontinued.

The two methods in practical use for storing }~e oxygen supply am (1) to compress the
required amount of gas into steel cylinders and (2) to liquefy the oxygen tmd carry it in a
suitably constructed receptacle in liquid form. The French have used for compressed oxygen
a cylinder of steel 3 millimeters thick of 360 liters capacity, weighing from 4 to 4~ldograms, with
a volume of 2,000 to 2,400 cubic centimeters and an tilde diameter of 6.5 centimctcra. The
gas is under a pressure of 175 atmospheres. The British aviation service has used cylinders
of chrome steel of 500 liters capacity, weighing 3 ~ograms, wlich me filled with gas RL150
atmospheres. Specifications of the United Statm Bureau of Aircraft Production required
seamless steeI cyIindera of 500 Iiters cipa.city at A“gage pressure of 2,250 pounds ah 60° l?.
The tanks are approximately 4 inches outside dkuneter and 20 inches long and weigh 12
pounds each.

The Germam”use liquid oxygen exclusively. It is carried in vacuum-j ficketed receptacles
-.

considerably lighter than the steel cylinders required for compressed oxygen.
Special” contai.nem for storing and transporting liquid oxygen have been developed by

the British. These consist of a double-walled spherical vessel with inner rmd outer surfacm
of spun or pressed metal 14 and 15 inches in diameter, respectively. They hold 4* gallons of
liquid which corresponds to about 15,000 liters of gaseous oxygen. The neck of LI1Oinner
vessel consish of a long metal tube approximately three-eighths of an inch in diameter which
is surrounded by a larger neck attached to the oqter vessel. An air-tight collar is provided
at the top between the two necks. The space between the inner and outer vessels including
that between the inner and outer necks is exhausted to a pressure of approximately one-thou-
sandth.of a millimeter of mercury and the surf&cesfacing the evacuated space arehighly polished
to reduce the heat radiation. About 300 grams of prepared wood charcoal are placed in a
small cup attached to the outside of the lower part of the inner vessel. This is to absorb
residual gases in the evacuated space. A lead tube protected by a detachable cap is provided
for exhausting and seahng off the space between the two walls of the container. The loss of
oxygen per 24 hours by evaporation from such vessels does not exceed 7 per cent of tho nornd
capacity of the container. Details of the German liquid oxygen apparatus, also sinilar ones of

~ British, French and American design, wiIl be considered later.
Another essential featm% of the oxygen supply apparatus is a device for controlling the

amount of oxygen delivered to the aviator.. This consisted in the earliest apparatus merely
of a hand-controlled reducing VSIVCattached to the oxygen supply tank which tho aviatur
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operated to deIiver oxygen according to his need. In Iater forms an automatic pre.smre regu-
lator which maintains the pressure of thi oxygen suppIied independent of the pressure in the
tank and an automatic control for regulating the amount of oxygen supplied to the aviator
according to his altitude, is provided. In addition, when compressed oxygen is used a pressure
gage is added to indicate the pressure of oxygen in the supply tank and a flow indicator to
show when oxygen is passing thro~~h the apparatus. Devices which have been designed for
this purpose are dtibed in the following section. ‘

CONTROL APPARATUS - C031PRESSED-OXYGEN TYPE.
.

DREYER APPABATUS.

A type of oxygen-control apparatus extensive~y used during the war was invented by Col.
Dreyer of the Medical Corps of the British hmy. This apparatus is shown in figure 1 and in
detail in figure 2. It uses compressed oxygen.
The pressure tank is connected at C. The “

---
A

oxygen passes to the pressure gage A which in-
dicates the tank pressure in kilograms per
square centimeter. Beneath the pressure gage
is a reduced pressure chamber B, which w
duces the tank pressure of from 40 to 150
atmospheres to a pressure of approximately 15
pounds per square inch a.bo~e atmospheric ‘--
pressure. From the reduced pressure chamber ●

the gas passes through copper pressure tubiig H .

to the shut-off valve V’, the mmose of which

.-

—

...- .

-.—

. .
is to reguIate the supply of oxygen for one or l?Io. l.-DrewO- APPI=MUS .

—

two men and to cut the supply off entirely if desired. From the shut-off valve the &ygen k
conducted by copper presmrre tubu to the regulating valve W, which is controlled by the

..—

battery of aneroid diaphragms G, so that as the aviator climbs, the aneroid diaphragms under
the reduced pressure gradually increase the flow of oxygen through the regulating valve W

.-

●

F

A—.

Scrko.4.& .Skfia-lC~

.qfji#i& &
R#urm9 W&R ad timgw affshienf

pressure gaqe. I.a.&*.

FIQ. 1.-Dmy8r Oxygen Appacarns.

to supply the d&c<ency of o~ygen in ‘the a[mospherei
From the regdating valve the oxygen passes through cop-
per pressure tubing to the flow indicator F, which indi-
cates that oxygen is passing thro~~h the apparatus, thence
by tubing connected at M to the mask of the aviator.
These parts are all mounted on a brass base. A case of
brass as indicated in @ure ~ is provided to protect the
instrument. When two men are suppki a Y connection
is inserted beyond M so that tubes can bd run to the
masks of both aviators. A fine win+mesh filter is pro-
tided at the tank connection to prevent dirt from entering
the apparatus. The pressure gage A is of the Bourdon
type and is connected directly to the. tank connection.
Beneath the pressuregage @ the reduc@ valye, which auto-
matically reduces the pressure of the Oxygm. from tank
pressure to a value slightly above atmospheric pressure.
This is accomplished by the action of the corrugated

.-—
—

—.—
1
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—

.
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German-silver diaphragm D (fig. 2), which forny+the-top of the chamberB, into which the o~gen .
flows from the tank through the valve V. Diaphraa~ D is connected to a lever L pivoted at P —
and pressing upon a spring S with a’ German-silver tip at V, which presses upon a German-

. -._—_

silver val-ie seat at V.
-.

The pressure of the oxygen which enters V from the ttmk causes the ~
.——

diaphragm D. to a~ptmd, thus pressing the spring S on the seat of the vake Y’ through the
-~
. ..—
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action of the lever L, Oxygen passes from thi redtil@qgchamber B at D, thcroby reducing the
pressure in B, which causes the diaphragm to fal! and tha valve V to open. In this manner t.ho
pressure in the chamber B is automatically maintained at a nearly constant -due, Abovo the
diaphragm D is a hermetically sealed chamber J, filled with air at atmospheric pressur~. Tho
object of this is to make the action of the valve V independent of the external atmospheric
pressure, which decreases as the altitude increkes. It has the inherent disadvantage that tho
pressures of the codned air. changes with the temperature; hence, at the ~ow tompcraturcs
which obtain at high altitudes the contraction of the confined air causes the diaphragm D to
partially close the valve V, thereby reducing the pressure in the chamber B, and consequently
the flow of oxygen from the apparatus, If properly made this, howover, should not dccreiso
the flow more than 10 per cant. The shutd vaIve V’ consists of a German+ilvcr plug ?I
accurately fitted h the valve case. The oxygen enters at O (section CD) and passes up tlmmgh
the center of the plug and thence to the outer surface at Q, communicating with a groove of
variable depth cut laterally in the surface of the plug. By turning the valve the flow can bo
controlled through the thrott~c action of thegrooye and, if daired, entirely cut off. . A grad-
uated head is provided to operate the valve. 1

The aneroid control valve is shown in section at W. This consists of a Gmman-silver plug
accurately fitted to a German-silver casing. The oxygen enters at O’, flows through a pSSMtgO
along the axis of the plug K’, thence laterally to the.surface of the plug to a groove T of variablo
depth cut longitudinally in the phg. This slot is located opposite tho outlet O“. Tho aneroid
diaphragms G (shown in figs. 1 and 2): are connected to the sto.mof the plug II’. Thcso consist
of corrugated boxes of German silver from which the air hm been axhausted and which aro
maintained distended by internal springs. As the external atmosphmic pressuro docreascs, tho
diaphragms oxpagd tlyough the action of the internal springs. This causes t.hovalvo plug K’ 8
to mo~.eso as to bring a deeper portion of the slot opposite the outlet O“, thereby auhmatically
increasing the flow of oxygen from the apparatus. By properly regulating the depth and cross
section of this slot the supply of oxygen can be made just sufficient for the atiator’s ncds at all
altitud=. The flow indicator is merely a turbine of light construction against which the oxygen
from the aneroid control valve impinges in passing to the masks. The rata,of rotation of tho ttur-

bine gives a rough indication of the rate of flow of oxygen through tho apparatus.

CLARK-DREYER AND KING-DREYBRAPPARATus.

During the war instruments of the Dreyer design wero produced in this cuuntry, as shown
in figure 3. No essential changes wero made from the British prototype; tho base, howover,

,

FIO. &—Amedcan-Dreyer OxygerI Apparatus.

is of cast rduminuminstead of brass and provided with lugs with which to fasten the instl

—

mmt
to the airplane. The case is of copper-pl~ted pressed steal-and Me tightly over the base, to which
it is fastened by screws imtead of being a complete box of brass”as in tho British design, TIM



Pressuregage is graduated to read in atmosphere instead of
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kilograms per square centimeter.
tie turb~~is m~unted on double instead o; single jeweled bear&. ll%e Y‘connection, used
when two aviatom are supplied, is ccmnected directIy to the outlet of the flow indicator, and in
one of the legs of the Y is a shut-off which rmtricts the flow of oxygen to one ~k in case one
atiator only is operating the airplane.

The disadvantages of apparatus of the Dreyer type are: (1) the decre~e of flow of oxygen
at low temperatums$ due to the contraction of the air above the graduatal diaphragm of the
reduced pressure chamber; (2) the tendency for the meroid control valve to stick if the least
particle of dirt or other foreign mattar lodges between the piston and the wds of the valve; (3)
in case one or more of the aneroid diapbragg become punctured the slot in the piston of the
aneroid valve may pass beyond the outlet, thereby cutting off entirely the flow of oxygen;l (4)
since the reducing ~alve is not a balanced valve the back pressure of the oxygeg on the end of the
piston, which acts in opposition h the tendency of the aneroid diaphragg to expand, may
under certain circumstances be su.tlicientt.cprevent the vdre from opening at all with demeti~~
atmospheric pressure.

MUNERELLE APP.lE&l’US-

A form of apparatus very simiiar to that of Cd. Drey=, designed by MmerelIe, is shown
in fig~e 4. AS in the Drej= apparatus, the essmtird parts are a pressure gage, reducing

.—

——
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#
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1

F ‘
—...—--:.----....

/e-;-:r.:22:..s”:“: ‘

.

FIQ.4.—3Imerelh @’wi AP*~.

valve, shut-off vslve, aneroid control valve, rind flow indicator. The pressure gage and reducing i

i

cham~er ~d shut-off valve are practically identical with those in the Dreyer apparatus. The
SSsentiaIdifferame is that the aneroid diaphragms operate tie aneroid control valve through an
intermediary lever L, which lever can also be operated independcmtly by bend by tie stop S, so
that in case the aneroids ce- to function the aviator still is able b obtain an adequate supply

—

—
zmkcumcoltymxzo~ ek the Id= modds d .-deem me.nok’ture by WOVMQ a etop cmthe a of tbe vske stem toIlmft

teexcuAcmfn tiedlreCthmdtie~
.
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of oxygen by bringing the stop S in contact with the lever L which in turn presses ag~ins~tho
piston of the control valve and thereby opens the valve. Two wwroids instead of seven arc
provided to opwate &e aneroid control valve. The necessary linear motion of this who is
obtained by the multiply~~ action of the lever L. The result k that a tendency of tho aneroid
valve to stick would be more likely b make the vrdve inoperable than in the caso of the Drcyer, ●

instrument. The emergency control of the aneroid valve is a desirable feature. A regulating
screw is provided at the end of the ueroids to adjust the mteroid valve. The rato of dclivmy
is controlled by the lever S, which operates the cut-off vu.lve V. Tho pointer of Lhcflow indi-
cator is dispensed with, the rotation of the turbine itse~f, which is partially radium painted,
being used to indicate the flow of gas. The instrument is more compact and ]ighhx than the
Dreyer type.

CLARKAPPARAIIJS.

To overcome some of the disadvantages of the Dreyer instrument, tho oxygen apparatus
shown in figures 5 and 6 was designed. Its eassntial parts are a pressure gage, rcduced-prcs-
sure chamber, shut-off valve, aneroid control valve, and flow indicator. A b,y-pass or full-
flow valve is also provided h tallow the oxygen h pass directly from the rcducod-prcssuro .
chamber to the flow-indicator chamber in case of mergency. The pnrta aro mounted on a

.-

1

FIG. K.-CIark Oxygen Apparatus

cast ahuninum base of the same size as that of the Jhncrican Droyor typcj and n pressed
steel cover like that of the latter instrument ti & protided. ‘lh3 oxygen pFISSCS from the
tank to the preswire gage G and the redumd presswe chamber C, thence to the by-pass and
shut-off valve V’, “which are cast in a single casing, thence to the aneroid valve V“, which is
located under the flow indicator F, and finally throug~ the flow indicator to the mask con-
nections M Mt.

Details of the reduced pressure ch~ber” Ud Ueroid controI valve are shown in f~ure 6.
The oxygen entem the reduced pressure chamber through the connection at O WM1pMses to
the control valve V, thence to the chamber C, causing the diaphraagn D to expand, thereby
bringing the bakelite mdve cap B, which is atta&ed directly h the diaphragm by a stirrup S,
in contact with the German-silver vtdve seat. Above the diaphragm is a hermetic~Hy scaled
chamber containing air at atmospheric pressure. The spring R under compression maintai~
the valve V normaIly open. An adjusting screw W permits the regulation of tho flow from
outside the pressure chamber. The one and two man control valve V’ (@. 5) is of the plug
type similar to that used in the Dreyer apparatus. The by-pass -valve H (fig. 5), which is
also of the plug type, is operated by a le-rerL from outside of the case. It is normally closed,
so that the oxygen must pass through tie one and two mm control valvw, thence to ~heaneroid
control valve, and then through the flOW indi~tor to the mm~, E either of theso YCLIVCSfuils
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to function, by operating the cut-out valve oxygen is permitted to pass directly to the flow
indicator and thence to the mash.

Details of the aneroid control vaIve are shown in ~ure 6. A stack of five aneroid dia-
pbmgg are connected to the lever L’, which in turn ia connected to the valve stem ‘W’. A
the aneroids cc~pand,the valve stem W’, which is threaded, is rotated by the lever IL’ and raised
from its seat, permitt@” oxygen which enters at O’ and passes ta the vek-e seat V“ to flow -
in amounts depend@ on the excursion of the aneroids. From the contrcJ valve &e oxygen
passes to the flow indicator chamber immediately above, thence to the mask cm-mections.

On the stem of the shut-off vakre a cam K (fig. 5) is provided h operate the lever P, which
pressw against the piston Y of a smaU valve, which ia opened by tie action of the cam when
the shut-off vahe is set for two passengers, thereby obviating the necessity of using a Y connec-
tion in the tubes to the masks, as in the Dreyer apparatus. The flow indicator is of the turbine
type. The pointer is dispensed with, and instead
an ahminum disk with concentric slots, which
appear as concentrated circh upon rotation, is
provided.

To prevent moisture and other impurities,
which are found in commercial oxygen, from
interfering with the action of the apparatus, two
filters are provided, one in the passage between
the supply tank and the reducing vake and a
second iu the chamber C’ @g. 5) between the
hand valve and the regulating velve.

The advantages of this apparatus over the
Dreyer type are Mat the aneroid+ontrol valve
is 1sssIikely to become clogged by particlm of
dirt or other impurities than ia the piston valve
of the Dreyer in%rimmnt. Moreover, in Case
the aneroids are punctured there is no danger
of the supply of o~gen being cut off, since upder . ..-

these circumstance the valve will remain open.
The reducing valve can be regulated without dis-

FIG.6.—RedQci7u8nd ContmI~dm Of Clarkox= &)w&Is. ..-.

assembling the apparatus. The by-pass or fti-flow valve permits the pilot to receive au ade-
quate supply of oxygen in case tie @d valve or aneroid valve ceases to operate. Greater

-.

precautions are taken to fihr the oxygen and thus remove possible contamination. On the
other hand, the apparatus is rather heavy. It weighs 4.6 pounds, which is more than a pound

.—

more than the reguk Dreyer apparatus. It has more parts than the Dreyer type and the’
—

desibw is compIicatd.
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VA?? SICKLEN APPARATUS.

A device of radically d&rent design, invented by Prouty, is shown in fiaues 7 and S. .-.

12esentialfeatures are a I@h-prwsure chamber and reducing valve and a low-pressure chamber
and reducirg va.lvel the latter controlled by an aneroid capsule. A pressure gage and flow
indicator are &o provided. This.apparatua difEemfrom the Dreyer in that the required amount

.—

of oxygen is obtained by for@ng the oxygen through an oritlce of constant area by varying the
pressure of the oxygen instead of maintaining the driy-ingpressure efhctively constant and vaxy-

._....=

ing the orifice in the aneroid<ontrol valve, as in the Dreyer type. It is the lightest and most
compact of the instruments thus far produced.

Referring to @me 8, the oxygen enters the high-pressure chamber H through the tank
connection C. At one end of this chamber is a German-silver diaphragg D, which expands
under the presure of the oxygen, thereby closing the valve V, which is conneoted by the Iever
system Ii to the diaphragm. llrom the high-prewre chamber the oxygen passes through the - —
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jewel needle valve V’ into the low-pressure chamber P, which is also provided with an aneroid
diaphraam D’ and lever system L’ similar to that of the high-pressure side. In addition, an
aneroid capsulo N, backed by a spring S, presses against the center of the diaphragm D’. As
he external atmospheric pressure decreases, the aneroid capsule nxpands, thereby exerting

—.

FIG. 7.—Van SMlen-Prouty Oxygen Apparatus.

pressure through the diaphragg D’ on the leva L’ and rogdating tho amount of oxygon which
enfwrsthrough the needle valve V’.

Tho supply at different altitudes is regulated to the correct amount by tho contuct screws “
2, 3, and 4, against which the stoel spring S presses w the aneroid expands. Temperature com-

Low pressure ‘
/ fo 8002. .! W“%yx

Pm. &—Van S1ckIen-Prouty Oxygm Apparatus.

pensation is secured by copper plating tho spring
on the inside. From the reduced-pressure chamber
the oxygen passes to tho mask connections 3f and
M’ (fig. 7). In onq M, a shutd valve II, with
knurled ring, is provided ta cut off tho supply to one
mask in csso tho mnchino is being oporatwl by ono
aviator.

Tho high-pressure gage consists of tho I.mlical
tube T (fig. 7), connected to tho sector R, which in
turn operat.m an indicating pointer. The coil is
made to sustain a pressureof 2,500 pounda pm square
ingh. The dial, which is equally spncod, is grad-
uated from O to 200 atmospheres and also indicatm
the per c@ of the full supply mwilablo. Tho flow
indicator depends for its action on tho static pressure
of the oxygcm deve~oped on the low-pressure sido of
the apparatus. It cowists essentirdly of a capsule
B, one face of which is a sensitive German-qilver
diaphra=gn, the expansion of which under tho pres-
sure of the oxygen flowing from tho apparatus indi-
cates the flow roughly on the clial lZ through t.hc
intermediary action .of a suital-do lever system. It
ii esstintiiil.lya pressure gage. No oxygen flows
through the flow indicator. The parts are mounted

on an aluminum base and are covered with a thin ~=t ~uminum csso provided ~vitb ghws-overcd
openings to expose the dials of the pressuregage and flow indicator. Tho dosign is remarkably
compact. The base is approximatdy. 2 iUChSSwide and 3% inches long and the cover is
approximately 2? inches high. The weight, exclusive of external connections, is about 1? pounds.

#
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This instrument has shown exceptionally satisfactory
and under service conditions to the limited extent to which

~A-~OX APP=~WS.
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performance in laboratory t~ts
it has been used.

An apparatus invented by Dr. Garsaux in France is shown in figure 9 and in detaiI in
fiewe 10. The assentiaI parts are a reduced-pressure chamber C, and an altitude-controI
device C,, which operates &needs valve v.

The presmre-oontrol chamber ~ is ditided into two parts by the rubber dixphra.- D,.
The upper part communicates with the extend atmosphere at A. The lower is connected
to the oxygen-supply tank at T. The rubber
diaphraa~ is “held in place betwem the
springs SI and ~, of which S1is the stronger,
and thus exerts an unbalan&d pressure on the
diaphraam. The oxygen which enters from
the supply tank forces the diaphra=gn up-
ward in opposition to the external pressure
above the diaphragm and the unbalanced
pressure of the springs S, agd ~ until the
diaphraaga is s&iciently displaced to dose
the valre ‘T through the action of t& lever
system L1. The oxygen in the chamber C,
is thus maintained at a pressure which de-
creases with the altitude, but is maintained no. 9.-Ga*m O-n ~ppar8tu9.
constantly in excess of the external atmos-
pheric pressure by an amount depeud@g upon the unbalanced pressure exerted on the diaphraa-
DI by the spring S,, which is adjustable. A safety vahre VI ~ provided to prevent the preure
in the chamber ~ from becoming axceskive in case the valve fails to close.

The altitude control is effected by the ~xpansion with increasmof altitude and consequent
decrease of pressure and temperature of the gas cofied in the receptacle Cl by the rubber
diaphragm D,, which acts in opposition to the spr@ S,, forcing the rod T against the krrer ~

‘ which in turn actuates the needIe vaIve V, located between the outlet of the reduced pressure
chamher and the mask connection. The supply of oxygen delivered is regulated by the

PiK. 10.—Reducingand ControIl-d- Of GaisaIR Oxygal Appamtus.

.—

● ✍

✎

✎✍✎✝

. G.
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.—

size and shape of the needIe valve in con- . ...—

junction witithe area of the diaphragm sur- —
face DI and the pressure of the opposing
adjustable spring S,. The pressure within
the chamber C, is initially adjusted by means — --
of the vaIve VI.

The principal disadvantage of this type --
of apparatus, =-de from the lack of dura-
b@y of the rubber dlaphraam, is @e tem-

.
.—

pemture effect resultirg from the change in ‘
volume of the air confined in the chamber Cl, ,

which reguIates the flow. T@ is in part due to the lag of the ttxaperature of the cofied afi
behind its suricnmdings and aLsobecause of the deviations under the conditions of use from
the temperature altitude law of Radau which is assumed in calibrating the instrument.

GARSAUX~PPAEATG+>IODD?IEDTYPE.

A SimpIMed fo~ of Gararmx apparatus is shown in figure 11. The amount of oxygen
deIivered is controlled by driving the gas under a suitably varying prwmre through an orifice
of Constaxlt.&?& A sirgle recking valve P is used. It is operated by the lever system L under
the aci+on of the two rubber diaphragms 111and D,, which are situated between two chambers
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Cl and C2. Chamber C, is hermetid.ly se~ecl and contains air at atmospheric prmsurc. Tlm
diaphragm Dl, which rests against a metal plate, constitutes the upper part of this ckambor.
It is separated from the diaphra+ynD,, to which it is conuected by a small ch~mber C,, exposed
to the external atmosphc@c pressure through the opining H, The cliaphriigm D2 constitutes
the lower part of the reduc6d-pressure chamber C,, into which’ the oxygen from @m supply
tank passes through the needle valve P. The diaphragms act in opposition ta the upward
motion of a spring. The air in C, expands with decreasa of extmmd pressure, thereby
opening the needle valve and increasing the pressure of the oxygen in the clmrn~er & which
in turn increases the mount delivared by the apparatus. From the chamber C, the oxygen
pass= through a suitable opening of constant size to the masks. The amount of oxygen deliv-
ered at any two chosen altitudes can be .regulatad by properly proportioning tie mea of tho
diaphragms I)l and D2, the stiffness of the spring S, and the size of the outlet orifice. Tho
flow at intervening altitudes is thereby determined. A pressure gage G is provided to indicnte
the pressure in the supply tank. The pressure of the air in the hermetically sealed chamber Cl

w

----

. W-B
T&k

FIG, 11.—Garwx Oxygen Apparatus, Tmprovmi Type. I’m. 12.-C ourdon Oxygen Apparatus. .

may be regulated through the capped opening Kt. The adjustment of the diaphragms may
be changed by removing the cap &.

GOURDOUAPPARATUS.

Efforts have also been made to obtain a simple form of apparatus by aIlowing tho oxygen to
flow from a chamber at constant pressuro through a suitable small orilica directly to the masks
and depending on the decrease of the atmospheric pressure with increase of altitude to provido
the necessary difference in pressure to force the required amount of oxygen through tho oriflcc.
If the pressure in the regulator is P,, the external presure P,, tho quantity Q delivered will k
given by the expression Q= K (P, –P,), where K is a constant depending on the dimensions of
the orifice. Hence. thb ratio of the amount deliverecI att two altitudes will h given by the
expression

Q,_po-~
Q–P*

Qfrom which, knowing the desired ratio of flow ~ and the pressuresPa and Pi at tho correspond-

ing akitudw the pressure P. at which flow of oxygen begins is defined. An apparatus of WIS
type (shown in figure 12) has been suggested by Capt. Gourdou. Oxygen from thp supply
tank enters the chamber C through the valve V and pawes from this chamber through tlm
ori.6ce O to the masks. The pressure in the chamber is regulated by tho expansion and con-

.
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traction of the aneroid diaphragms D, which are connected
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to the lever system L, ~, which - .
opens and cIoses the valve V. A spring is provided to insure the clo~~ of the VSIVESIwhen
the aneroids are not sticiently contracted to do so. The pressure of the oxygen in the chargbers
is regulated by the adjustment screvzs~ F, G, md H. The delivery curves me roughly para-
bolic. A limitation of both this and the previous apparatus is that the defivery can be exactly
defined at two akitudea onIy, the assumption being made that at other points the delivery
curve fl not deviate from the t.heoreticalIy correct amount eno~uh to appreciably affect the
aviator’s breathing.

GISBSAPPARATUS.
b

An apparatus invented by W. E. G~bbs, formerly of the Ihited States Bureau of Mhm,
is shown in figures 13 and 14. This model is made to supply one person. The distkguiehing

FIG. B.-Gibbs Own ApwMus.

-—
-—

—

characteristics of this apparatus are that the pressure is reduced in two stages before entering
the aneroid-control valve and that a valve is provided near the mask connection, which permits
oxygen to flow ody when the. atiator is in-
hrding. The pressure in the supply tank is
indicated by a Bourdon gage of the nsua~type.

Referring to figure 14, oxygen from the

supply tank enters the high-pressure reducing
chamber C, the inlet of which is controlled by
a valve operated by the muItiple cell bronze
“ sylphon” valve S. As the ox~gen enters the
tit reducing chamber and the sylphon valve
S, the latter expands, thereby closing the idet
valve to the o~gen snpply. The pressure is
in this mmner maintained in the fit reduc-
ing chamber at approximatdy 1.5 pounds per
square inch in excess of atmospheric pressure.
From the first reducing chamber the oxygen
pSSSSS~~ tie second chamber C’, ~bich is
provided with a bellows B, contrded by the

ft. p

#

&A&v” “
Toma.s% --- ----

Fxo. l&-G5bs Oxygen Appamtus.

~pringT, thereby automatically maintaining the pressure in the chamber at appro~atdy 1 bch
of water in excess of atmospheric pressure through the action of the vshe V, which is operated
by the bellows.

From the second pressure chamber the oxygen passes through the inlet I to the aneroid+on-
t.rolvalve V’, also of the muItiple-cell bronze sylphon type. The air has been exhausted from
this sylphon and as the external pressure decreases it expands, thereby opening the port P and
permittkg oxygen to pSSS in prede~mined amount depending up~n the aItitude. From the
aneroid-contrd valve the oxygen passes through the valve V“ to the m~k. This valve is opened

—-

.

.——

.
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und closed by tho motion of the diaphraam D, which expands and contracts under tho slight
increase and d~crease of pressure resulting from the aviators breathing. In its normal condi-
tion this valve is closed. The slight decrease of prw”sure, due”“to the aviator’s inhaling, is rc+
quired to open it and allow the oxygen h flow.

This apparatus is inclosed in an aluminum case 33 by 3%by 5# inches and weighs approxi-
mately 6 pounds 6 ounces. It has not been extensively used in practice. Effort is required
by the aviator to operate the valve which permits the oxygen to flow only during inhrdation.
AIthough this effort is slight, it is noticeable, and it is important that the tiviator experience
not even the slightest sensation of obstruction or added effort in breathing. A later model of
this apparatus, which is made to supply two aviators, more nearly resembles tho Dreycr typo.
The valve operated by the breathing of the aviator has been eliminated. A hand-contrd or

. . -----

s&~ofl valve, simil~ to t+at used in the Dmyer apparatus,
has been added to ~justt the supply for one or two aviabm.

A flow indicator has also been added. Outsido dimensions
of the apparatus axe approximatdy 7 inches square and 3
inches high; weight about 4 pounds,

CONTROL APPARATUS - LIQUID-OXYGEN TYPE.

The apparatus thus far considered have been designed
to use compressed oxygen. It is also possible to carry a
supply of oxygen in liquid form and to regulate tlm arnount
evaporated according to the needs of the aviakw, The
apparatus required has the advantage that it is considerably
lighter and more compact than the complete equipment
necessary when compressed oxygen is used. On h other
hand, there is an inevitable loss of gas due to evaporation
with the liquid type when the gas is pot actually being used.
It is therefore desirable that the apparatus be filled when
about to be used and that the liquefying plant be reasonably
near the base of operations. The Iiquid-oxygon ~ype of
upp”aratusis especially useful for long flights, since a largo
amount of oxygen c& be carried with comparatively small
volume and might.

GESMANTYPE.

An apparatus for liquid oxygen which has km extcn- . .
si-rely used by the ~ermim iii shown in figurc~ 15 and 16.

&lQ.16.-U0rman LW#lidCl- App8r&tlla. The supply of liquid gas is contained in tho double-walled
spherictd copper vacuum bottle B.” Connected to the bottle is the tube T, in which the oxygen
which evaporates is confined. A pressuregage P and agrdety valve S are attached to this tube.
The prwsure developed in the tube T forces liqdd oxygen up through the tubo t and out through
a system of coiled tubas and evaporation chambers, Cl Cz C8CJ ta the needle valve N, thence
to the breathing bag R (not used in the model shown ~&. 15) and to tho masks. The safety
valve S prevents the prewure in the tube T, due to the constant evaporation of the liquid oxygen,
from becoming excessively great in case oxygen is not being delivered. The amount of oxygen
delivered by the apparatus depends upon the rate at which liquid oxygen passes through the
system of coils and evaporating chambers. This iEdetermined by adjusting the needle valve
N. The heat required to evaporate t@e gas is absorbed from the surrounding atmosphere,
which is practicable since the temperature of the latter is always far above that of the liquid
oxygen (– 185° C?.). In the evacuatad space between the two wds of the container B, on the
underaide of the inner wall, a layer of charcoal is provided, which is held in placo by paper
and rnetd gauze. This serves to absorb small amtmntsof gas which may leak inta the evacuated
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space. A stopper is used to insert in one of the mask connections M Ml when one aviator only
is to be supplied. The amount of oxygen delivered by this apparatus at dillerent altitudes
for one and two passengers is shown in @ure 17. These curves refer to a surrounding tempera-
ture of 0° C. They indicate that the supply actu~y decreases above 4,000 meters when one
person is bek- supplied and ccmtinumy throughout the range of altitude when adjusted for two
persons. ‘l%& is’~ part be-
cause the amount of heat ab-
sorbed from the atmosphere,
due to its decrease of demsity
with increasing altitude, falls
off more rapidly than the low-
ering of the boiling point of
the Iiquid oxygen ow@ to
the decreased external pres-
sure. Moreover, the tempe~
ature at high altitudes is usu-
ally below 0° C., and the sup-
ply would therefore in generaI
be even 1sss than that indi-
cated by the curms. How-
ever, the amount delivered is
still more them enough for

u’ -

ma.16.—DehfIsCkrmau LIqnfd Oxygen Appamcus.

.—

—. -–

.-

the aviator’s needs. ‘me weight of the apparatus just d~cribed when empty is 3+ kilo-
grams. It has a capacity of 2~000cubic ce~?ieters of Iiquid o.sygen. - - ‘-

To reduce the 10S of gas through evaporation when the instrument is not in m-e, experi-
ments have been conducted in France and England with metal containers of stamped metal

—

sil-iered or galvanized and also with double-walI gkss bottles. It has been found that glass
bottles with a capacity of one liter of liquid oxygen, which comesponds to approximately WO Iiters

—

of gas, lose through evaporation onIy 12liters per hour at 15° C. Reasonable care must be taken,

Alfifde.?kwswds of&et

FLG.17.—AltiiudelYellv’eryCurvesf- Gfrmen Oxygen Appamtns,
Llqnfd O- Type.

however, in- glass bottIes that the tem~
perature is lowered gradualIy before the :“
Iiquid oxggen comes in contact with the -—
glsss; otherwise they are Iikely to crack.
This difficulty could be avoided by U@
vessels of fuzed quartz.

——

B~ TYPE.

An apparatus of British manufacture
similar to the German apparatus just de-
scribed is shown in &ure 18. The container
consists of tvio spun-metaI cyklrical ves-
sels, one within the other, with an exhausted
space between and polished surfaces facing
the evacuated space to reduce radiation.

There is an indentation in the lower part of the inner vesd for a-charcoal pocket, which is
covered by metal gauze to hold the charcoaI in place.

—

The apparatus is made in two sizes, which have a capacity of 23 and 4} litere of liquid oxy-
gen, corresponding, respectively, to approximatdy, 2,500 and 4,000 liters of oxygen gas. The
container of the sndl model is spherical; that of the hwgar is eIongated and rounded at the
top and bottom. The arrcmgements for evaporating the liquid oxygen and controlling the
delivery are mounted around the neck of the container. Evaporation is caused by.absorption

#

.
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of heat from the surrounding atmosphere. The pressure of the evaporated gas which is con-
fined above the liquid is measured by a pressure gage D, which is connected h the inner neck.
A spiral coil of ~-inkh copper tubing A forms part of the gag$ connection. Beyond the gago
and connected to it “isa safety valve V, which can be adjusted to regulate the pressuro at which
the oxygen blows off. That which escapes from the valve is led to the main gas-delivery
outlete. The coilA preventi oxygen from reaching the gage in liquid form and warms it
before it passes through the safety valve into the main delivery pipe. The main supply of
oxygen is delivered through the cofl C. The pressure of the evapomtcd oxygen above the
liquid forces the liquid up a siphon tube which reaches to the bottom of the inner vessel.
When the liquid has reached the top of the siphon it continues to flow under@ combined action
of the gas pressure and the siphon. From the siphon tube the liquid passes inta tho annular

/ produced passes through- a

/c third coil around W neck b
the regdating valve R, which
controls the rate of delivery.

-0 At this point two delivery
tubes are provided, which con-

) ““”

nect to tho flow indicature and
thmco to the breathing UU&S.

~ disrtdvanisgo of t.hOSC
types of apparatus, asido from
the inevitable 10ssof uxygen
duo to evaporation and tho

—L inadequate control of tho gas
● delivered, is that in caso the

apparatus is inverted the rata
T

1~:. +, of delivery oan not lw con-
trolled. , Tho I?rench claim

FIG.lS.-Britkh LIqnid 0XYS13UAPPP.MUS.
that the chmcoal in the evacu-

ated space between the walls of the bottle is likely to be ignited by the oxygen in case rm
incendiary bullet strikes the apparatus. This is denied b.y the British.. . .

PEENCH TTPE.

To overcome these diilictdties and provide more satisfactory control of tho amount of gas
delivered, the French have proposed to make g device which utilizes a doulhwallcd

.* ghiss. vessel to hold the liquid oxygen. In the latter is a quartz tube, which inclosm
at its lower end a tungsten-fihm.umtlamp. The amount of current supplied to this huup, and
consequently the amount of heat delivered and oxygen evaporated, depenck upon a variaMc
resistance, which is automatically regulated according to the altitude by a baronmhic cou-
trol device. The vessel is pmtialIy fled with glass wool to preventi tho oxygen from
flowing suddenly in large excess from the apparat.~ in case it is iuvertad. The capacity of
the container is thereby decreased about one-fifth. A small vent tube, communicating with
the external atmosphere, is provided to prevent the pressure in the bottle due to evaporation
from becmnipg excessive. The pressure thus never exceeds 25 pounds per squmo inch even
when the lamp is at its highest temperature. .
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PERFORMANCE REQUIREMIXNTS AND SPECIFICATIONS. —

Oxygen-control apparatus has been found difticult to manufacture owing to its complexity
and deIicacy of the adjustments required. It is essential that the apparatus be of durable
construction, rdiable in operation, and as Iight as is consistent with durability and reliability.
It must not be aflected appreciably in its performance by the wide fluctuations in temperature
to which it will be subject in use. The vibrations of the airphne must not fiect its operation,
and it must be insensitive JOsuch positional changes as vdl be -perienced in maneuvwing the
airplane. The amount of oxygen delivered at all aItitudes must always be at least suilicient
for ‘the aviator’s. requirements, and it is important that the required amount be not greatiy
exceeded foi the sake of economy.

To fuliiII these requirements it is eesentiaI that construction and performance specifications
be formulated and that altitudAeIivery curves -withtoleranc~ which da6ne the allowable varia-
tion in flow at diilerent ahitudes be protided. ~etailed working dravcin~ with dimensions
and tolermces are necessary. The material should be of the best quality throughout end free
from defects. The worlmmnship should be of the highest grade in view of the delicate adjust-
ments required. It is highIy desirable that a,hwge degree of interchangeab”fity of parts be pro- .
tided. Gages, indicators, aneroids, reduoing valves, unit castings> cxes, tubes> scre~l ~d
connections should be interchangeable fith like parts of other instruments of the same make
and type.

Material and -workmdp should be carefully inspected during manufacture. This should
inolude an inspection of individual parts and performance tests on assembled parts and on the
oomplete instrument in accordance with adequate petiormance specifications. Samples of
new instruments should be submitted. The right of rejection of parts and of the complete in-

-

—.—

strument should be provided.

Oxygen-control apparatus
pr~ures which maybe es low
It may also be simultaneously

LABORATORY TESTS.

TESTING fiPAE4TUS-

under the conditions of use is subjected to variable reduced
as one-third of an atmosphere at the l@hest aItitudes attained.
subjeoted to temperatures as low as – 50° C. The oxygen is

——

discharged against the reduced pressure of the stiounding atmosphere.
In order that the Iaboratow tWs maybe carried out under oiroumstances simik to those

obtaining in actual use, it is essential that the above-mentioned pressure and temperature con-
ditions be fultWed. This has been done at the Bur6au of Standards by placing the apparatus to
be tasted under a ball jar, and exhausting the air from the belI jar untiI the pressure is as low as
that at the &Uhest altitudes at which the apparatus is dwigned to function (33,0@l feet). Con-
nection to an o~gen-supply tank is made thro~mhsuitable connections in the metdic base oq
which the bell jar resixi. The ball jar is simuhneously cooled by re~erat ion for the low-
temperature tests.

The pressure is determined by connect.izg a mercury barometer to the bell jar. .As the
air in the bell jar is exhausted the aneroid< ontiol valve of the appm%tus opens and allows oxy-
gen to flow through the apparatus into the bdl jar. It is desirable, therefore, that the pump
have sufficient capacity to exhaust the belI jar with the oxygen flowing at its m~~um rate
(5 Were per minute) -othtie the oxygen must be shut off at the tank while the bell jar is
being exhausted. ‘When the pressure has been reduced to the required minimum, the pump
is cut off from the bdI jar. The oxygen continues to flow, however, thereby increasing the
pressure in the b.dl jar and causing the mercury in the attached barometer to fall. As the .
oxygen continum to ffow and the pressure in the bell jar continually increases, the aneroid-
vakre gradually closes until the oxygen is again completely cut off as the pressure in the belI jar
again approaches atmospheric pressure. The rate of deb-ery of oggen can be found while the
oxygen is flowing into the beII jar if the volume of the beII jar is Jmown, and the rate at which
the mercury column of the barometar falls is determi.rmiat a series of points along the swde.

2olo7-2~ . .

—
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The apparatus’ used at the Bureau of Stsndar&s is shown in figur= 19 and schematically
in figure 20. Referring to figures 19 and 20, at the left is the bell jar B, of approximately 30
liters capacity, resting upon a heavy cast-iron plate through which the connections to the oxy-
gen tank T, the pump P, and the manometer C are made. In the figure three oxygen tank con-
nections are shown. This ia so that three apparatus can be connected shnultancously under
the bell jar and tested succwsively, thereby avoiding the necessity of removing the lwll jar
between tests and breaking the seal.

The bell jar rests upon a rubber gmket fastened to the base plate with shellac. Glycerine
is used to insure an air-tight connection between the bell jar and the gasket. The mcrc%ry
manometer M, which is connected to the bell jar, is of the closed cistern type, designed to read
at low pressurw. The scale is graduated on the left in millimeters, and on the right am tho
corresponding altitudw in feet. This b~rometir has the advantage over an open manometer

‘ ‘t....#

l?m. 19.–Bumau of Shrdards Oxygen ApparattIs TMng Equipment.

that it indicat= the absolute prsssure in the bell jar irrespective of the fluctuation in the extw-
nal atmospheric pressure. The slider S (& 19), @ich can be moved throughout the mngc of
the scale, is provided with two horizontal knife-edges, which are in front of and CIOSCto the
manometer tube and exactly two centimeters apart. The rate at which tho prassurc in the bell
jar is increasing is found by determining with a,stop watch the time required for the top of tho
mercury column to fall from the upper to the lower Jmifc edge.

The barometer M’ at the right, whi@ is identical with the barometer just dcscribwl, is con-
nec?tedta the bell jar B’, in which the temperature tests are carried out. This bell jm consists
of a dome of welded sheet steel provided with a cm-t-steel rim. It is heavily Iaggcd with felt
and has a plate-ghws window W (@g. 19) for observations. The dom~ rests upon a lme ]ikc
that under the glass bell jar, and, as in the other cas~, a rubber gasket is provided and glycerine
is used as s seal. .It was found that vaseline and tallow solidified at the-low temperatures used
and afterwards on removing the dome loosened the gasket from the base. The dome is conncctcd
ta the manometer and exhaust pump at C’ and P’. To obtain the low temperatures required, a

iD&l.gwlandoonatrnctiondert~ direetiontiMr.L.A. HoRDIanof the Aeronmtio Instrumentslkdion, BurwI of Standard%
. .
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carbon-dioxide refrigerating system is employed. This includes an qmnsion ooil X (fig. 20),
an interchanger 1, and a precookr O with connections as shown. Carbon dioxide enters from
the curnpressor at A, passes through the preoooler O, thenoe to the interchanger I, thence
to the needIe valve N, where expansion takea phtce, then direotly to the expansion coiI X,
thence to the ~eturn ooil of the interchanger, and back to the compressor. The precoo]er
emeists of a coiI of copper pressure tubhqg surrounded by an ice-dt freezing mixture. The
interchanger is made of a double cd of eoppeir pressure tubing. The ~pansion coil, which
is also of heavy copper tubingl has a radiating surfaoe of approximately 100 square inches.
A smfl motor-driven fan F is used to seoure a uniform temperature inside of the dome, and
an electric Iight L is provided for illumination and for temperature regulation. Current for
the motor and electric Iamp enters through insulated binding pcds in the metaI base. Con-
trol switohea are provided. A toluene or pentane thermometer ia used ta indioate temperature.
The manometer, pump, and oxygen~upply connections are shown dia.ggrammsjicfdl.y at the

Q&/!/&r
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left in flgu.re20. The sto~ cooks S,& S. S. are
to cut off oneorboth bell jarsfiom the pump and
the oxygen supp~y. With this device no dif&
cultyia encountered in maintaining continuously
temperatures between – 30° C. and – 40° C.

iv Pa PROCEDURE FOE TEST% ,

After an initial inspection for obvious
meohanical defects, the instrument to be tested
is placed on the beII-jar base, connected to
the oxygen supply, and all valves, connections
and tubes tested for leaks with a smoldering
wick. The oxygen is then cut off, the hand
valve for one or two passengers adjusted, and
the beII jar placed over the apparatus. The
supply-tank pressure and the temperature of
the barometer is reoorded, the be! jar then
exhausted to an absolute pressure of approxi-
mately 65 centimeters, the pump cut-off, and
the mercury ooh.mn observed to deteot leaks
around the base of the bd jar. The oxygen is
next turned on, the pump connected, and the
pressure noted when the turbine-flow indioator

—

.-

—,-

starts to rotate (this should not be less than 63 centimeters). The bell jar is exhausted to
approximately 15 centimeters absolute, the pump cut off, and the center of the barometer
slider set at 25 centimeters. Since oxygen is flowing through the apparatus into the bell jar, ~
the barometer falls. When the menisous reaches the upper I@k+edge of the slider, the stop

—

watch is started and stopped when it reaches the lower knik+edge. The time is recorded to
the nearest fifth of a second and the mean barometric reading at the two knife-edges (25
centimeters), the sIider is raised from 5 to 10 centimeters, and the time observations repeated
for other 2-oedimeter intervals up to approximately 70 centimeters pressure or until the
oxygen ceases to flow. The prwaure when the flow indicator stops is observed, then the bdl

. jar is again exhausted to approximately 15 centimeters, and a check run made.
If both room and low temperature tests for the effect of low-tank pressure are to be made,

they should be carried out without resetting the one and two passenger valve, since s@ht
-.

changes h setting make an appreciable Mlerence in the amount of oxygen delimreL The
one and two passe~mervalve maybe tested for leaks by setting it at” off” w&le connected to
the supply tank and noting if the manometer remains oonatant after the p=ti in the bdl jar
has been reduoed to approximately 15 centimeters.
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CALCULATIONS.

The altitude corresponding to the mean pressure of the several 2-ccntimoter intervals maybe
found from pressure-altitude tabhs prepared by the Bureau of Standards. The capacity of the
bell jar must be known, also the displacementof the oxygen-control apparatus (approximately
33o cubic centimeters for the Dreyer), and the temperate of the air in the bell jar. The rate
of flow of oxygen through the control qpparatus in liters per minute in terms of the effective
volume, V, of the bell jar (capacity minus volume of apparatus under test), the absolute tempera-
ture, T, of the gas in the bell jar (centigrade temperature plus 273], and tho time in sccomls, t,
for the pressure in the bell jar to change two centimeters maybe found by the following formula:

463 vLiters/min.=7

If T does not differ appreciab~y from 2930 absolute .(20° C.) the expression becomes:

Let
Derivation of fm.muIas:
V be the effective volume

test!).
of

P,, pressure in--~entimetersof.

1.58 v
Liters/min. =~

the bell jar in liters (capacity – volume of apparatus under

~ercury when stop watch started.
P,, pressure in centimeters of m~cury when stop watch stopped.
T, absoluta temperature of gas in bell jar (centigrade + 273).
t, time in seconds for pressure to change 2 centimeters.
VI) volume of gas in jar when stop watch started, reduced to pressure of 70 centimeter and

temperature 20° C.
V,, volume of gas in bell jar when stop watch sto~ped, reduced to pressure of 70 centimeter

and temperature 20° C.
K, and z, constants. -..

Then by the gas law

PI V= E, T (1)

P,V=~T (2)

Reducing to a pressure of 76 centimeters and temperature 20° C. (293° absolute) and substitut-
ing from (1) and (2). .

.
Subtracting (3) from (4), divitig by &, and remembering that in the experiment Ps -P, is

.
always 2 centimeters.

60( 17,– ~J _ (2) (60) (293) V (5)
Liters/min. = ~ –— Tt

H T= 293 “

463 V
“-W”.

~iter~,tin, ~ (2)(JO] v .1.5:,V
. ...

. . . . .. .-
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THE RESLIITS OF TESTS.

The results of tests by the Bureau of Standards on representati-reinstruments of the Aineri-
can-made Dreyer, the Clark, and the Prouty typw and tests on the single avaihible specimens
of the French Dreyer, MUnerelle, Garsaux, and the G~bbs instruments are shown graphically
in @ures 21–2S, inclusive. Tests were carried out in conformity with the procedure described
in the precec@ section. Rat- of delivery of oxygen by the apparatus when subjected to
external pressures corresponding to altitudw up to 30,000 feet a~e given. The tati pressures
indicated in parenth&s in the legends on the plots are in poimds per square inch or kilograms
per square centimeter. The altitudes wm computed from the pressure in the bell jar in accord-
ance with pressure-altitude tables prepared by the Bnreau of Standards.3 ‘l?herates of delivery
are given in liters~min. (reduced to 20° C. and 760 ‘miHimeterspressure) at the temperatures,
tank pressures, and passe~aer adjustments indicated by the legends. The correct deliveries
for one and two passengers are those prescribed by the IJnited State-sBureau of &craft Pro-

duction specifications. ( JO)For one passenger they are computed from the relation V= 4 I –—

where Via the deliveryin li&@uin. and P is the atmospheric pressure in millimeters of mercury.
The amount for two passengers is only 60 per cent greater than that for one passenger at corre-
sponding altitudes. This is because it is assumed that both aviators are in general not likely
to inhale simuhaneoudy. Duplicate runs were made in most cases to indicate the degree of
reproducibility of performance.

The effect of temperature is indicated by a comparison of the curves at room temperature
and at low temperature. On the average the instruments were found to deliver approximately
20 per ctit lem at – 30° C. than at room temperature.

The effect of low-tank pressure is shown by comparing the room-temperature observati&a
at high and low-tank pressure. This in general caused a decrease of delivery of approximately
15 per cent when the tank pnmmre was reduced ta 100 pounds per square inch.

The static pressure on the low-pressure side of the reducing valve of the Dreyer-type i&tru-
ments was measured when no oxygen was flowing by the use of a Bourdon pressure gage as a
test of the adjustment of the reduc~” vake. This pressure varied from 4 pounds per square
inch to 12 pounda per square inch in escess of atmospheric pressure. On the average it was
S pounds per square inch.

I The sensitiveness of the flow indicator of instruments “of the Drwyer type W= found in
terms of the altitude at which the indicator started to revolve with decreme of pressure (ascent)
aud stopped revoh-ing on increase of pressure (descent). On the average the indicator started
at 5,OOOfeet and stopped at 3,OOOfeet.

Tests for leaks were.made with a smoldering tick.
It will be noted that the two-passenger adjustment of the Dreyer-type instruments con-

forms much more nearly to the correct flow than the adjustment for one passenger. This is
because the groove in the aneroid piston valve was cut to give correct dehery for two passen-
gers. Under these circumstances the delivery for one passenger is larger than is necessary at
low altitudes. This does not harm the aviator, but wmtes a EttIe oxygen. In the Van SickIen

# type of instrument as the plot shows, this difhxdty is not encountered, since the delivery is
controlled by regulatig the pressure of the oxygen in the reducing chamber instead of ~arying
the size of the deIi-rery orMce, as is done in the Dreyer type by the action of the groove in the
aneroid valve. The results on the Garsaux instrument indicate that the valve was poorly
adjusted. At approximately 10,000 feet it opened &uddenIy t? the maximim rate of deh--
ery. There was actualIy a slight decrease in delivery above 15,000 feet. The results at –400
C. show that the cut-off valve failed to funct.iom The curves obtained for the G~bbsinstrument
also show a decrease in deIivery above .20,000feet. This is due to faulty adjustment of the ports
of the delivery vake. It will be also noted tit in this c- the d~very at low tempem!ures
w= practicably the same as that at room temperature, actudy slightly greater at – 29° C!.

~B~ ofStandurdsA=cmntlcnmrlumubcwubrXo.8.
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